DEVOPS APPLICATION MODERNIZATION
WITH GITHUB AND AZURE
Modernize your application and accelerate delivery.
Looking to improve speed and quality of new feature delivery? Feeling
pressure to innovate and simultaneously maintain application stability and
reliability? You can achieve these objectives by modernizing application
DevOps patterns and practices using GitHub, Azure and InCycle's proven
approach and advanced DevOps Accelerators.

InCycle’s DevOps with GitHub solution provides key components required for a successful
application modernization implementation. Every aspect is designed to accelerate
adoption and streamline the modernization process. The packaged service provides the
implementation of advanced DevOps patterns and practices using GitHub repositories,
continuous integration and continuous delivery (CI/CD) with GitHub Actions as well as
GitHub Packages to support artifact management. It also includes, a PoC implementation
of Dev/Test environments on Azure.

MODERNIZE WITH GITHUB
SAVE MONTHS!

Introduce your team to the leading DevOps toolset
and increase your development velocity today!

INCREASE RELIABILITY
Automated the entire workflow. Eliminates errorprone manual tasks.

ON-DEMAND DELIVERY
Improve delivery speed and quality by quickly and
frequently deploying and validating your solution.

IMPLEMENT KEY PRACTICES
Implements state-of-the-art DevOps practices and
tools. Start the journey of into the adoption of a
modern DevOps culture.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF AZURE
Implement on-demand “everything as code”
environment provisioning. Simplify your
maintenance and get benefits of key Azure
technologies and services.

PROJECT PHASES

“InCycle helped us modernize our DevOps practices and quickly (weeks) adopt GitHub and
Azure. This eliminated costly and error-prone manual tasks and provides us valuable time to
innovate and bring new features to our customers — faster!”.

InCycle Fortune 500 Financial Customer

GET STARTED
Accelerate your GitHub DevOps adoption today! Contact us at: info@incyclesoftware.com or
visit our website at: www.incyclesoftware.com to learn more. Call 1(800) 565-0510 for
immediate assistance.
InCycle is an award-winning digital transformation
company. Recognized for industry leadership and
customer impact, InCycle is a three-time recipient of
the prestigious Microsoft Partner of the Year (2017-19).

